
 

 

INSTRUCCIONES Y PUNTUACIÓN 

Conteste a las preguntas de tipo test (20 en total).  Este examen se califica sobre 10 puntos. El mínimo para aprobar 

se establece en 5 puntos. No se permite ningún material durante la realización de la prueba. Cada acierto vale 0,50 

puntos y cada error penaliza -0,16 puntos. Las preguntas sin contestar no computan.

MODELO - AvEx 

 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS 

 

A. Read the following text and choose the most suitable option for 1-8. 

 

I was at London airport. I noticed that the sky was dark and cloudy. It was a cold evening in 

autumn. The Murdochs were waiting for me at gate number twelve. They had two children: a son 

and a daughter. I was standing with my electric guitar at the customs. Gerda was holding a notice 

with the words “Welcome to England” written on it. She was the first to see me. There were lots 

of people there, and I was glad to see them all. I met them and they all greeted me very kindly 

with a handshake. Everyone had a smile on their face. Then Mr Murdoch drove us all home. I 

could see many traditional English houses along the road to Oxford once we left the airport. They 

looked very nice and comfortable from the outside.   

The Murdoch family lived in South West Oxford. It was fantastic because Oxford is home to one 

of the oldest and most famous universities in the world.  It was beginning to rain heavily when we 

arrived, so I had to take out my umbrella. This is England and sunny Spain was far behind. There 

was a little garden at the front and a big one at the back of the house. In the front garden, there 

were flower-pots with various types of flowers. There was also a little path leading to the front 

door. The back garden was more like a garden. Here the Murdoch family grew several kinds of 

plants. They grew all their own potatoes, tomatoes and several other vegetables. There were also 

organic carrots, spinach and lettuce. In a deck chair on a summer day, the back garden was a 

very good place to sit. The family enjoyed working in the garden as much as they enjoyed eating 

the vegetables they grew. 



 

 

1. This text is about: 

A. The Murdochs’ arrival in London. 

B. A Spanish person in London. 

C. The weather in London. 

 

2. According to the text, which of these sentences is true?

A. The weather in London is sunny. 

B. The plane has arrived in Oxford. 

C. The weather was wet. 

 

3. In this text, which of these verbs is synonymous with meet: 

A. Separate. 

B. Escape. 

C. Join. 

 

4. According to the text, the Murdoch family travelled to Oxford................

A. by car. 

B. by plane. 

C. on foot. 

 

5. According to the text, Gerda was holding................

A. a notice.  

B. a guitar. 

C. an umbrella. 

 

6. What is the meaning of gate in this text? 

    A. An exit at an airport terminal. 

B. A small animal. 

C. The name of London airport. 

 

7. Which of these sentences is true? 

A. Murdoch’s house has two gardens: one at the front and one at the back. 

B. Murdoch’s house has a big garden at the front of the house. 

C. Murdoch’s house has a garden with different flowers at the back. 

 



   

 

8. The Murdoch’s: 

A. Enjoyed growing their vegetables but they didn’t like eating them. 

B. Enjoyed working in the garden and eating their own vegetables. 

C. Didn’t enjoy growing their vegetables but they loved eating them. 

 

B. USE OF ENGLISH. Choose the right answer. 

9. The girl was ................the bus and ................ boyfriend was driving. 

A. in/his B. on/her C. on/his 

10. Have you met before? ................ you friends? 

A. Am B. Are C. Is 

11. There isn’t ................ homework today.

A. any        B. a         C. the 

12. There is a beautiful park ................the church.      

A. in   B. opposite C. next 

13. ................ do that! It is very dangerous!

A. Let´s B. Don´t C. Not 

14. I have known Peter ................two years. 

A. the B. for C. from 

15. I haven't ................ a bicycle since I was 12.

A. has B. do C. had 

16. Have you ................ travelled to London? 

A. never B. ever C. just 

17. I can’t hear him because he is speaking................

    A. quietly B. quiet C. quiely 

18. Next year I ................ study at the University of Exeter. 

A. will be C. want D. am going to 

19. It was ................ exercise in the test. 

A. easiest   B. the easier  C. the easiest 

20. You ................ smoke in the school library!

A. should   B. shouldn´t  D. mustn’t 


